The North American Conference on British Studies

The Journal of British Studies, founded in 1961, is published by the University of Chicago Press under the auspices of the North American Conference on British Studies (NACBS). It was the result of the imaginative generosity of a Trinity College alumnus, Frederick E. Hasler (Hon. LL.D. 1957), who contributed funds to the college for the specific purpose of establishing a learned periodical in the field of British history.

The North American Conference on British Studies is a scholarly society affiliated with the American Historical Association and open to anyone in the United States and Canada interested in British civilization in its several aspects: historical, archaeological, literary, artistic, political, and sociological. Its North American constituency comprises about eight hundred members drawn from the fifty states and ten provinces. Affiliated with the parent organization are seven regional conferences (New England, Middle Atlantic, South, Midwest, Western, Pacific Coast, and Northwest), each having its own offices and programs and with a combined membership of more than two thousand. The Conference convenes at least once a year in the autumn, usually in joint session with one of its regional affiliates. It seeks to encourage the serious study of British history, literature, and politics, as well as allied subjects, and among the general reading public through meetings, book prizes, and association with likeminded organizations in North America and Britain and through its publications program.

The Conference sponsors a wide variety of publications. Another journal, Albion, issued four times a year at Appalachian State University, Boone, North Carolina, and sent to all members of the parent organization, includes articles, proceedings of all meetings, and book reviews. The Conference's newsletter, the British Studies Intelligencer, also sent to members, is published at Georgetown University, and contains notices of meetings devoted to British studies, news of appointments, moves, and retirements, and notes on current publications and research in progress. Other publications appear periodically and will be noted at such times.

The Conference awards the following book prizes: the British Council Prize in the Humanities ($750), awarded through an annual grant by the British Embassy, Washington, D.C., in association with the British Council in the United Kingdom, and given to the best book published in the preceding year by a North American scholar in any aspect of British studies; the John Ben Snow Prize in History and the Social Sciences ($750), made possible by an annual grant from the Snow Foundation and given for a book in British history, politics, economics, or the history of ideas; and the Walter D. Love Memorial Prize ($150) for the best scholarly article in any field of British history. Nominations for any of these prizes may be made to the Executive Secretary of the NACBS, Professor Diane Willen, Department of History, Georgia State University. Authors must be residents of Canada or the United States, but their work may appear either in North America or abroad.

Information about membership in the NACBS can be found on the copyright page of this journal.
Charity and Community in Medieval Cambridge 1200-1500

*Miri Rubin*

By studying the ways in which relief was organized in medieval Cambridge and Cambridgeshire, this book unravels the economic and demographic factors that created the need for relief.

Cambridge Studies in Medieval Life and Thought: Fourth Series 4
Cloth $49.50

Autonomy and Community

*The Royal Manor of Havering, 1200-1500*

*Marjorie Keniston McIntosh*

The history of the tenants of the royal manor of Havering, Essex, reveals the kinds of patterns that could emerge when medieval people were placed in a setting of unusual independence.

Cambridge Studies in Medieval Life and Thought: Fourth Series 5
Cloth $44.50

The Government of England under Henry I

*Judith A. Green*

This first full-length analysis of government under Henry I examines the new ways of supervision that were found during the king's long absences and studies the men who were effectively professional administrators.

Cambridge Studies in Medieval Life and Thought: Fourth Series 3
Cloth $44.50

Horses, Oxen and Technological Innovation

*The Use of Draught Animals in English Farming, 1066-1500*

*John Langdon*

This book traces a particular technological innovation during the middle ages — the replacement of oxen by horses in farming — and assesses it against the social and economic background of the time.

Past and Present Publications
Cloth $49.50
Revolution and Rebellion
*State and Society in England in the Seventeenth and Eighteenth Centuries*
*J.C.D. Clark*
This study refutes the Marxist interpretation of the 1640s as the “English Revolution” by showing the nonrevolutionary nature of politics, political ideology, and social change from 1660 to 1832.
Cloth $34.50 Paper $9.95

The Parliament of England, 1559-1581
*G.R. Elton*
Written by the leading authority on sixteenth-century English constitutional and political history, this study is the first comprehensive account of the parliament of early modern England at work.
Cloth $39.50

The British Economy since 1700
*A Macroeconomic Perspective*
*C.H. Lee*
The author provides a comprehensive and rigorous study of the development of the British economy from the early eighteenth century to the present day.
Cloth $49.50 Paper $16.95

Roman Catholics in England
*Studies in Social Structure since the Second World War*
*Michael P. Hornsby-Smith*
This book analyzes the contemporary structure of Roman Catholicism in England and Wales, and shows how its composition and outlook have been influenced by social, cultural and religious change since 1945.
Cloth about $34.50

Available at your bookstore or call our Customer Service at 1-800-431-1580.
In NY and Canada 914-235-0300. MasterCard and Visa accepted.

Cambridge University Press
32 East 57th Street, New York, NY 10022
The Memoirs of
John Addington Symonds
The Secret Homosexual Life of a Leading Nineteenth-Century Man of Letters
Edited by Phyllis Grosskurth
Symonds' fascinating account of his childhood and schooling, literary life, unhappy marriage, and homosexual obsessions is remarkable for its exacting honesty and for the insight it offers into the sexual mores of Victorian society.
$11.95 320 pages 12 pages of halftones

Radical Tragedy
Religion, Ideology, and Power in the Drama of Shakespeare and His Contemporaries
Jonathan Dollimore
Dollimore argues that the playwrights of Jacobean tragedies subverted religious orthodoxy and challenged dominant ideologies, state power, and the political process.
"A courageous, stimulating book which everybody interested in its subject must read."
—Christopher Hill, Literature & History
$12.50 320 pages

Leslie Stephen
The Godless Victorian
Noel Annan
Annan traces Stephen's role in shaping the intellectual and cultural attitudes of the Bloomsbury generation.
"Reading Leslie Stephen is an intellectual adventure."
—John Clive, New York Review of Books
$14.95 448 pages 16 halftones; 3 drawings
The Celebrated
Mary Astell
An Early English Feminist

Ruth Perry
Foreword by Catharine R. Stimpson

"Ruth Perry's new biography of Mary Astell (1666-1731) is an event in the history of women's studies. This is the first modern full-length study of a writer who has with justice been called 'the first feminist'. Perry discusses fully all of Astell's writings, not only her best-known work, A Serious Proposal to the Ladies. The discovery of new manuscript material is good news; the generous transcription of Astell's letters and poems is in itself sufficient to make this book indispensable to scholars."—Margaret Anne Doody, Princeton University

"This richly documented biography of Mary Astell, pioneer thinker and writer, will become a central text in the history of feminist thought. In probing Astell's ideological contradictions as a political conservative and a feminist analyst, Ruth Perry supplies us with an authentic, rare portrait of late-seventeenth-century life and the female intellectual experience."

—Moira Ferguson, University of Nebraska, Lincoln

Paper $19.95 576 pages (est.)
25 halftones
Library cloth edition $45.00
Women in Culture and Society series
A LOST LEFT
Three Studies in
Socialism and Nationalism
DAVID HOWELL
An incisive, multileveled history of the development of British socialism during the critical period 1914-28, a time in which leftists became less attentive to the salience of cultural distinctions and embraced nationalism. Howell’s study illustrates key moments and themes in the British experience of socialism and nationalism, and is based on the careers of James Connolly, John Maclean, and John Wheatley.

Paper $14.95 360 pages
3 halftones
Library cloth edition $40.00

RENAISSANCE REVIVALS
City Comedy and Revenge Tragedy in the London Theatre, 1576-1980
WENDY GRISWOLD
Renaissance Revivals examines patterns in the London revivals of two English Renaissance theatre genres over the past four centuries. Drawing on analytic strategies from both sociology and literary criticism, Griswold’s focus on city comedies and revenge tragedies illuminates the ongoing interaction between society and its cultural products.

Cloth $24.95 328 pages

THE POLITICS OF MIRTH
Jonson, Herrick, Milton, Marvell,
and the Defense of Old Holiday Pastimes
LEAH S. MARCUS
“Marcus convincingly demonstrates that the early seventeenth century in England saw a remarkable politicizing of popular festivity. Her work shows the powerful relevance of this politics for the interpretation of the period’s literature and at the same time deepens our understanding of the politics.”

—Stephen Greenblatt, University of California, Berkeley

Cloth $29.00 328 pages
"...this journal constantly keeps its readers aware of the developments which are taking place in modern history."

Douglas Johnson, TLS, February 1986

The Journal of Modern History

For broad coverage that lends insight to your work—

The JMH covers the intellectual, political, and cultural history of the entire European continent since the Renaissance. The JMH's geographical and temporal range make it unique.

For work that builds an excellent reference library—

—with landmark articles like these: Schorske's "Politics in a New Key" (1967); Eisenstein's "Some Conjectures about the Impact of Printing" (1968); and Pocock's "The Machiavellian Moment Revisited" (1981).

—and with frequent special issues that let you examine, in depth, specific issues, eras, and events.

Subscribe now to the JMH.

The Journal of Modern History
is published quarterly.

Editors: Keith M. Baker
John W. Boyer
Julius Kirshner

One-year rates: Individuals $27.00; Institutions $45.00; AHA Indiv. Members $20.00; HA Indiv. Members (Gt. Brit.) $20.00; Students (with copy of ID) $20.00. Outside USA add $4.00 postage charges. Visa or MasterCard accepted. To subscribe, please send credit card information, purchase order, or payment to The University of Chicago Press, Journals Division, Dept. SS7SA, Box 37005, Chicago, IL 60637.
Amateurs, Photography, and the Mid-Victorian Imagination
Grace Seiberling

With Carolyn Bloore, in association with the International Museum of Photography at George Eastman House

"A fascinating and pioneering study of early British photography. It gives to the British effort what other scholars have done for the French. Seiberling maintains a good balance between technical investigation, pictorial analysis, and social history. The illustrations are of serious interest; several have not been reproduced before and these lend a significant dimension to those that are already considered classics."—Peter C. Bunnell, Princeton University

Cloth $34.95  208 pages  96 halftones
this publication is available in microform
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University Microfilms International
300 North Zeeb Road
Dept. P.R.
Ann Arbor, MI 48106
U.S.A.

18 Bedford Row
Dept. P.R.
London, WC1R 4EJ
England
THE ENGLISH HOUSE 1860-1914
The Flowering of English Domestic Architecture
GAVIN STAMP and ANDRÉ GOULANCOURT
An illustrated survey of British domestic architecture in the Victorian era ranging from picturesque cottages to Romantic manor houses. Superb photographs of urban, suburban, and country homes are combined with descriptive commentary to unique effect. What emerges is not only a stunning visual record but also a lesson on the creative development of national and vernacular building traditions.
Cloth $39.95 254 pages 18 color plates, 217 halftones

ABY WARBURG
An Intellectual Biography
E. H. GOMBRICH
A central figure in twentieth-century cultural history, Viennese art historian Aby Warburg (1866-1929) influenced many eminent scholars, including the historians Fritz Saxl and Erwin Panofsky. E. H. Gombrich draws on unpublished writings to trace the development of Warburg's ideas and accomplishments in the context of his unusual personality. "A superb intellectual biography, lucidly delineated and profoundly moving.” —Art Bulletin
Cloth $29.95 448 pages 174 halftones

THE INDIAN STYLE
RAYMOND HEAD
A magnificent cultural tour documenting the continuous influence of Indian architectural and decorative style on the European sensibility from the seventeenth century to the present. Head demonstrates the impact of Indian motifs on a variety of works from theater designs and religious institutions to the bungalow house, offering examples from European and American cities.
Cloth $29.95 224 pages 114 halftones

The University of CHICAGO Press
5801 South Ellis Avenue, Chicago, IL 60637
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Title</th>
<th>Author</th>
<th>Edition</th>
<th>Pages</th>
<th>Price</th>
<th>ISBN</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>This book explores the dilemma of the Tudor period by looking back at the economic and social changes in England beginning in the late fourteenth century, as well as by considering the cultural upheaval of the Reformation. This is a study of the way in which one traditional agrarian society experienced a series of overlapping crises and eventually was able to renew and reform right order.</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

| **MEDICAL CASEBOOK OF DOCTOR ARTHUR CONAN DOYLE: From Practitioner to Sherlock Holmes and Beyond** | by A. E. Rodin & Jack D. Key                  | Orig. Ed. 1984 | 506 pp. | $30.50  | 0-89874-592-6 |
| This book discusses the various aspects of Conan Doyle’s life from beginning to end. Its specific goal however, is to assess the stature of the creator of Sherlock Holmes as a practicing physician and medical writer of both fiction and nonfiction. |

| **A HISTORY OF ENGLAND AND THE EMPIRE-COMMONWEALTH** | by Walter Phelps Hall, Robert Greenhalgh & Jennie Barnes Pope | Fifth Ed. 1974, Reprint 1984 | 816 pp. | $54.50  | 0-89874-713-9 |
| This book covers the history of England from about 500 B.C. with the coming of the Celts to the new policies of the Tories, following their victory in mid-1970s, and the late stages of the “end of empire.” The many pictures and maps and the scholarly but stimulating narrative make this an excellent history textbook. |

When ordering, please add $4.00 for first book, $1.00 for each additional ($1.50 for first paperback, 75¢ each additional) to cover shipping.
New titles from
Harvard University Press

Richard Cobden
Independent Radical
Nicholas C. Edsall
“Edsall’s life of Cobden is well written . . . It contains a good
deal of information about the values, ambitions and strate-
gies of other mid-nineteenth-century bourgeois radicals . . .
It will be required reading for nineteenth-century British his-
torians.” — D. C. Moore

Now in paperback

The City of Dickens
Alexander Welsh
“A notable contribution to the history of ideas . . . It is cer-
tainly a book that every student of Dickens will wish to have
on his shelves.” — Nineteenth-Century Fiction

“The most revitalizing recent discussion of the ‘angel in the
house’ can be located . . . [in] The City of Dickens . . . I hope
that feminist critics will take advantage of the rich possi-
bilities it offers.” — Elaine Showalter, Signs

$8.95 paper

Harvard University Press
79 Garden Street
Cambridge, MA 02138